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Learning and Caring Together, 

“…they will flourish in the courts of our God.” (Psalm 92:13) 
 
22nd October 2021 
 

End of October half term letter  

 

Dear Parents/Carers,  
Can you believe it’s October half term already? Though not as restrictive as last year, we were unable to 
host stay and play sessions or parent meetings and we understand how difficult that was for new to 
school parents and children. However, we have now shared a video of the children in school and hope it 
was reassuring for parents to see their little lovelies happy and settled in school. Indeed, it feels like the 
Butterflies and Bees have been coming to school for much longer than half a term and everybody is 
impressed with their behaviour and enthusiasm for learning. They have thoroughly enjoyed learning 
about autumn and people who help them this half term; thank you to the parents that helped bring 
learning to life by sharing their working roles and experiences with our children. 
 
As part of transition across the whole school, each class became familiar with the Bible story and Bible 
quote that links to their class value. They also researched an ‘Influential Christian’ who has 
demonstrated their value in action, created a class scarecrow for their influential Christian (displayed in 
the main entrance) and completed a portrait of their influential Christian to be displayed in their 
classrooms.  
 
Key Stage 1 have impressed me with their improved writing that includes nouns and verbs. Their 
learning about shape in maths is also impressive; ask them about the properties of shape and see for 
yourself! We also have budding artists in Key Stage 1, they have been learning about the life and work of 
Andy Warhol and have been inspired to create their own masterpieces.  
 
Our fantastic Year 2 children led our Harvest Service, at St Edward’s. It was so lovely to worship inside 
the church again alongside Rev’d Diane in person. The children spoke clearly and with confidence and 
did us all proud!  Your donations for the Haregate Community Food Hub and the Leek Foodbank have 
been very well received. As ever, thank you for your generosity.  
 
Children are always really eager to share their historical knowledge about World War 2, in Key Stage 2. 
They can talk about the influence of significant people and events and are learning to make connections 
to prior learning in history and other subjects. I know they are working hard on their multiplication 
fluency and thank you all for supporting with this at home; it really does make a difference and will 
influence their achievement in their statutory test in Year 4.  
 
On Monday 4th October, our Key Stage 1 and 2 classes engaged in African Dance and Drumming 
Workshops.  This was an excellent opportunity for our children to experience cultural diversity, whilst 
also encouraging their physical wellbeing and developing their musical skills of beat and rhythm.     
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
Our commitment to teaching and learning about healthy lifestyles and habits continues. On Monday 
11th October, we celebrated World Mental Health Day.  We talked about feelings and emotions, and 
reflected on ways to support and improve our mental health.  This also linked well with our worship 
focus of ‘joy’ where we discussed what makes us joyful and how we can bring joy to others, reflecting on 
the Bible quote: ‘Rejoice always, pray continually, give thanks in all circumstances, for this is God’s will 
for you in Christ Jesus.’  (1 Thessalonians 5:16-18).  
 
Our children are thoroughly enjoying our walk to school initiative (or scoot/bike…) and I thank you for 
supporting them with this whenever you can. Thank you also for your commitment to providing healthy 
packed lunches. Most lunchboxes are now well balanced and in line with our healthy eating policy. As 
you can imagine, our healthy eating monitors are looking forward to checking them for us after half 
term, as part of their leadership responsibility. The children tell us that they are enjoying the school 
dinners provided by Chartwells and we appreciate your feedback too.  
 
Forestry is always a highlight for the children. They are really lucky because Mr Carter has led further 
developments in recent weeks. I’m sure you’ve heard all about the rope activities and the different 
areas. We are REALLY excited to be having the swimming pool after half term!  
 

To finish off the half term, the children have enjoyed their ‘crazy hair’ day and have particularly enjoyed 

laughing at the staff hair dos. I am so appreciative of our fantastic PTA and their commitment to raise 

money for the added extras that government funding does not provide. Thank you for supporting their 

efforts with the good to grow initiative too.  

 

Well, it wouldn’t be one of my letters without a mention of Covid would it? Thank you so much for your 

continued efforts as we learn to balance resuming school routines and the risks of transmission. Our 

management of cases has been praised by our Local Outbreak Team and is minimising the number of 

positive cases we have in school. Please remember that they STRONGLY ADVISE PCR testing for all who 

have been in close contact with a positive case.  

 

Have a happy and safe half term all. I hope it isn’t too wet and windy! 

 

Best wishes, 

  
   

Mrs S. Machin  

Principal  

 

PS – Remember to have a look, like and share our Facebook Page  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/St-Edwards-Academy-Cheddleton-102028912203991

